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EXECUTIVE  

SUMMARY 1  
Beijing Overseas Study Service Association conducted a survey 

of the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on overseas Chinese 

students. By the date of this report’s public release, over 

240,000 people from over 160 countries have confirmed cases 

of infection. Chinese students, as the largest group of overseas 

Chinese, are directly impacted by the pandemic. This past week, 

a large number of countries took actions in containing pandemic; 

including sealing off borders, suspending classes and moving to 

online, and cancelling tests. These actions have caused 

students the anxiousness of anticipation. In the meantime, as 

the largest association in China international education industry, 

BOSSA received various inquiries from Chinese parents, 

educators, and agency members in regards to Chinese students 

overseas. Therefore, BOSSA collaborated with its agency 

members and officials to conduct a mass survey of Chinese 

students currently abroad in multiple countries. 

1. 87.65% of the responding Chinese 

students overseas are concerned 

about infection by the COVID-19 virus. 

Among these students, 63% of them 

are worried about actions taken by 

their host countries; including, wearing 

face mask, lack of knowledge of local 

medical processes, and a lack of 

medical supplies and supplements. 

2. 73% of responded Chinese students 

overseas are concerned about the 

impacts on their studies. 

3. 86% of respondents stated their 

educator has suspended classes 

and/or switched to online classes. And 

30.9% of respondents are concerned 

that suspended courses and tests 

might cause delayed graduation. 

4. 94% of respondents are faced with a 

shortage of international transportation 

and expensive fares. 

5. 63% of respondents reported a 

shortage of living and medical 

supplements. 

6. 61.3% of respondents reported 

discrimination on Chinese students. 



 

 

 

  2 
SURVEY  

PROFILE 

The survey, conducted by BOSSA, 

represents the views of Chinese 

students overseas. The survey 

received 8896 responses from 20 

countries, including US (29.86%), UK 

(27.43%), France (9.44%), Canada 

(9.35%), Australia (8.09%), Germany 

(4.68%), Italy (4.59%), Spain 

(1.89%), South Korea (1.89%), 

Japan, (1.17%), and other countries 

(1.44%). 63.31% of respondents are 

female and 36.69% are male. 

51.04% of respondents are enrolled 

in undergraduate courses, 36.72% of 

respondents take postgraduate 

courses, 10.08% of respondents are 

under 18 and 2.16% of respondents 

take other (non-academic) courses. 
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3 FINDINGS 
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1. Top Concerns (Multi-Optional)
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2. Already affected aspects (Current Challenges)
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3. Students' host country's COVID-19 domestically 
confirmed cases
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17.09%

28.69%
37.50%

16.73%

4. Local preventive (Quarantine) actions

Restrictions in country

Local restrictions

Recommendations

No actions

12.59%

73.20%

14.21%

5. Face mask policy

Not allowed to wear face mask

Allowed but not recommended to wear face mask

Recommended to wear face mask
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6. Diagnosis and medical process

Difficult togget medical attention

Not familiar with symptons nor medical process

Familiar with medical process but symptons

Familiar with symptons but medical process

Familia with both symptons and medical process
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Body temperature monitoring

Wearing face mask

Travel less
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7. Self preventive actions (Multi-Optional)

Required, 27.61%

Not required, 72.39%

8. Requiring psychological counseling?



  

19.94%

63.04%

10.88%

12.14%

9. Classes' teaching status

Normal Classes

Online Classes

Suspended Class for 1-2 weeks

Suspended Class more than 3 weeks

76.17%

23.83%

10. School policy on returning to China

Allowed but a required absence of 14 days quarantine
after returning to school

Not allowed. Suspension of schooling if return to China
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11. Preventive actions by educators

No actions

Preventive advisories

Regular reporting of updates

Detailed preventive guides with daily report
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12. Concerns about studies enrollment

Unable to resume courses due to entrance restrictions when returning from
China

Delayed graduation due to suspended classes

No concerns due to alternative study plan

No concern due to normal class schedule
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13. Accommodation status



  

77.97%

3.96%

9.17%

8.90%
14. Impacts on accommodation

No impact

Change of accommodation, solved by educators

Change of original accommodation, solved by myself

Change of accommodation, unable to solve by myself

15.56%

21.22%

47.75%

15.47%

15. Life essentials and medical supplies

Sufficient supplies

Partly shortage of supplies, no panic purchase

Partly shortage of supplies, occasional panic purchases

Shortage of supply, severely panic purchase
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16. Storage of daily living supplies

Sufficient supply, no need for storage

Planning on storing supplies

Stored necessary supplies

Stored mass supplies

36.15%

6.56%
24.55%

32.73%

17. Supply of face masks

Stored sufficient face mask Sufficient supply of face mask

Limited supply of face mask No supply of face mask

61.33%

38.67%

Yes

No
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18. Suffered discrimination



 

  

91.28%

8.72%

19. Host country's travel policy

Allowed to leave

Refused to leave

15.65%

14.12%

20.77%

49.46%

20. Returning China

Return to China Immediately

Return to China in 2 Weeks

Return to China in 4 Weeks

No Return to China

0.00% 20.00% 40.00% 60.00% 80.00% 100.00%

21. Flight ticket status

No flight tickets

Insufficient flight tickets, very expensive

Sufficient flight tickets, stable price

18.97%

38.40%

3.42%

39.21%

22. Plans of returning to enrolled school

No plans of returning to school when pandemic is over

Making plans to return to school based on school's policies

Determining plans of returning to school whilst also booking return
airfare

Worries of inability to return to school due to visa and entry policies

Banned entry from 
China, 32.55%

Allowed entry 
from China, must 
quarantine in an 

assigned 
location, 24.55%

Allowed entry from 
China, must self-

quarantine, 31.56%

No restrictions on 
entering, 11.33%

23. Country entry policy



 

  

14.12%

8.81%

59.80%

17.27%

24. School return policy for Chinese students

Banned as Chinese students
(due to travel restrictions)

Allowed, but must quarantine
in assigned location

Allowed, but must self-
quarantine

62.95%

17.00%

45.95%

80.13%

4.32%

Assist with studies due to suspended classes

Assist with accommodation due to school suspension

Assist with shortage of medical supplies

Assistance with booking flight to China when necessary

Other
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25. Assistance required (Multi-Optional)

29.87%

7.17%

30.61%

32.35%

26. Satisfication on actions taken by host country

Average Satisfied

Less satisfied Dissatisfied

86.49%

13.51%

27. Feel more safe in China or in host country?

Prefer to return to China Prefer to stay overseas
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About Us 

China’s leading membership association in international education 

BOSSA, The Beijing Overseas Study Service Association, an NGO founded in 2004, is directed by the 

Beijing Municipal Commission of Education. It is the largest association for the international education 

industry in Mainland China. Its affiliated association, the China Overseas Study Service Alliance 

(COSSA), represents all larger-sized agencies outside of Beijing in provinces throughout China. 

Together, BOSSA & COSSA is the national membership association with 300+ Chinese study abroad 



agencies, education providers and organizations. The members of these two associations account for 

the majority of all outbound Chinese student exchanges in the world. BOSSA bridges overseas 

educators and Chinese agencies, thus founding the Alliance of China Representatives in 2019 with 100+ 

representatives of foreign universities and institutional members. The mission of BOSSA & COSSA is to 

train, guide and evaluate agencies according to government policies and international industry 

standards. 

BOSSA works with international education organizations to provide training service for Chinese 

counselors and provides an online training platform including both Chinese senior counselors to share 

the experience and foreign educators to deliver the training lecture. BOSSA has also promoted 

outstanding counselors, from members to organizations, in other industries such as insurance, banking, 

and other enterprises. By the endorsement and reputation of BOSSA, outside (non-education) 

organizations are more likely to accept the service provided by BOSSA’s members. With rapid 

development of studying abroad in China, such overseas service providers have gained the popularity 

in China. BOSSA has gathered and resourced excellent overseas service providers to promote their 

services through various member channels. 

China has emerged as the largest resource of international students worldwide with numbers of Chinese 

students studying overseas increasing every year. In the future, BOSSA will continually provide services 

to our members both in China and worldwide as well as to Chinese students. 

 

 

For more information 

+86-10-58693322 

www.bossa-cossa.org (English) 

www.bossacn.org (Chinese) 

http://www.bossa-cossa.org/
http://www.bossacn.org/

